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lisbon providEs a multitudE of ExpEriEncEs. 

A capital like no other in the world, with so much to offer, in 
a truly magical setting.

Visitors to Lisbon will take a boatload of wide-ranging 
memories back home with them.

It is also a city of contrasts, where modernity lives side by 
side with vestiges of History, like a living museum.

but lisbon does not end here… within just a few 
kilometres are towns that offer a world of emotions, in their 
own particular way.

The neighbouring Sintra is known as the capital of 
romanticism and was described by the timeless Lord Byron 
as a “glorious eden”, an enchanting place.

Shrouded by the mysteries of Mafra and refreshed by the sea 
breeze from the Cascais line, Lisbon is and always was a city 
shaped by History and diversity.

toWards thE citY cEntrE

The centre of Lisbon, in the very heart of the millenary city, 
is where a gateway to the world was opened in the 15th 
century.

Today it is Terreiro do Paço, in bygone times a powerful 
square where anything could happen, and still today a stage 
for important events.

This is the ideal starting point for a journey of discovery 
through Lisbon.

Following the river to Santos, we find 1001 ways to enjoy 
the night.

Further ahead is Belém and time to rediscover the 
History of Portugal, without forgetting Lisbon’s historical 
neighbourhoods, before emerging into the new city.

We invite you to walk along the streets where the city 
grew, to get to know the monuments that recount its 
history, to learn what the authentic alfacinhas (nickname for 
Lisbon dwellers) are made of, and to discover the modern 
metropolis looking to the future.

Prepare yourselves for an intense and surprising city. A 
city of contrasts where the antiquity of the Historical 
Neighbourhoods sits harmoniously with the vibrant 
modernity of the opposite end of town, the Parque das 
Naçoes.

Above all we invite you to feel the heartbeat of this city and 
experience Lisbon from the inside.
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HISTORICAL 
NEIGHBOURHOOD
ALFAMA, MOuRARIA AND CASTELO
GENuINE PEOPLE

from thE baixa to chiado anYthing can happEn.

An essential quarter of the city, the cradle of Lisbon’s soul, 
rich in vestiges from bygone times, traditional shops, urban 
art, entertainment, youthful zest, shows, music and surprises 
around every corner.

Here the fertile streets live and breathe the real Lisbon. No 
surprise, therefore, that it is the birthplace of the Lisbon 
dwellers’ identity.

Drinking a “bica” (strong coffee) on a café patio almost 100 
years old, imbued with stories and memories of past poets, 
who remain alive in popular memory... this is living in Lisbon.

not to bE missEd…

Visitors to Lisbon are simply obliged to take a stroll through 
the baixa pombalina, the downtown quarter that was 
completely rebuilt after the 1755 earthquake. 

The rua augusta arch, which has opened to the public and 
from which one has a breathtaking view over Lisbon and the 
River Tagus.

The lisbon story centre, which recounts over twenty 
centuries of the history of this singular city, via sensorial, 
entertaining and fun experiences.

terreiro do paço, a refurbished location with café patios that 
invite one to socialise.

traditional shopping with a wide variety of traditional and 
alternative stores.

Lisboa Story Centre

Terreiro do Paço

Rua Augusta Arch

Santa Justa Lift

Carmo Ruins

Rua Garret / Largo do Chiado

Café “A Brasileira”MUST-DO ROUTE

TERREIRO 
DO PAçO

ROSSIO /
SANTA JuSTA LIFT

RuA AuGuSTA 
ARCH CARMO RuINS CAFé  

“A BRASILEIRA”

RuA GARRETT
/ LARGO 

DO CHIADO

lisbon is a citY that imbibEs its rivEr.

Continuing to hug the River Tagus, we follow the riverside 
zone in the direction of the historical neighbourhoods.

Before visiting the Castle, take time out to listen to the city 
through the Fado songs that usher you to alfama.

Here the houses exude authenticity, with clothes hanging 
outside and residents looking out of the window in a truly 
poetic image.

Sitting atop one of the famous seven hills of the city is the 
st. george’s castle, overlooking Lisbon from high above. 

Built in the 7th century AD, it represents the origin of the city 
after D. Afonso Henriques, the first King of Portugal.

Strolling down the hill we discover mouraria, a true melting 
pot where the air is filled with exotic aromas that take us on 
a journey all around the world.

Mouraria is today a meeting place of different people and 
cultures, without ever losing its time-honoured popular 
traditions. 

From Alfama, the ideal way to take in the neighbourhoods of 
Castelo and Mouraria is to catch the tram. Route 28 will take 
you on a journey to the most important historical sites of the 
city, from the hilltop to the Baixa and Chiado. 

But if you want to immerse yourself in the very core of 
Lisbon, let your feet do the wandering.

BAIXA  
CHIADO
THE PAST AND THE FuTuRE
IN THE SAME STREET

not to bE missEd...

The numerous fado houses, bars, taverns and culture and sports 
associations, as well as commercial establishments of Chinese 
and Indian origin, among others.

Near Graça the national pantheon and the feira da ladra 
(Flea Market), held on Tuesdays and Saturdays, are must 
visits. The fair sells all manner of items including antiques and 
vintage articles, in an eclectic atmosphere with a healthy mix 
of generations.

The santos populares (Popular Saints) festivities, in June, when 
Lisbon goes onto the street to dance, sing, eat grilled sardines, 
drink and lap up the best that life has to offer. 

MOuRARIA

ALFAMA

MARTIM MONIz

CASTELO

MUST-DO 
ROUTE

SENHORA 
DO MONTE 
BELVEDERE

SÃO VICENTE 
DE FORA CHuRCH

GRAçA BELVEDERE

GRAçA

TRAM  
28

07
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We leave Bairro Alto but continue in high spirits.

In Santos euphoria and glamour are commonplace, with intense 
days and simply brilliant nights.

small intimatE and WElcoming placEs invitE 
intEnsE nights until thE first sunraYs of 
daWn.

Known as the zona ribeirinha (riverside zone), encompassing 

Avenida 24 de Julho, Santos and the Docks, Santo Amaro and 
Alcântara, all beside the River Tagus, these are ideal meeting points. 
Plenty of alternative ways to spend the night in Lisbon, where you 
will find some of the most well-known bars and nightclubs of the 
capital and a vibrant youth scene. 

But Santos is more than just nightlife. It also breathes art and 
culture in the studios and alternative shops, where contemporary 
creativity inhabits old houses.

BAIRRO ALTO 
CAIS DO SODRé
FESTIVAL SPIRIT
bairro alto is a nEighbourhood opEn to thE 
World, opEn to divErsitY, opEn to thE joY of lifE.

The streets fill with people from all over the country and 
all over the world, of all ages and creeds, of all styles and 
mannerisms, all with a common goal: to socialise.

Music can be heard emanating from every corner and 
people come together to hold never-ending conversations. 

aftEr Warming onE’s soul in thE 
nEighbourhood, it’s Worth dEscEnding thE rua 
da bica to cais do sodré, WhErE thE partYing 
goEs on.

upon daybreak, a different life wakes up the neighbourhood. 

Shops selling art and alternative articles, cosmopolitan 
fashion, design ideas, music stores and international brands, 
stores selling second-hand items, hairdressers, and much 
more.

Bairro Alto is an indispensable, unmistakeable and 
inspirational place. More than a neighbourhood it is a way of 
life that lives and breathes bohemia and poetry.

not to bE missEd...

Rua do Norte and its shops.

MUST-DO ROUTE

RuA DO 
ALECRIM / 

 CAIS 
DO SODRé

RuA DA 
ATALAIA

LuÍS DE CAMõES 
SQuARE

RuA DA 
ROSA

RIVERSIDE  
ZONE
HAPPy DAyS
INTENSE NIGHTS

ENDLESS 

CONVERSATIONS

SANTOS SANTO AMAROAVENIDA 
24 JuLHO DOCKS ALCâNTARA CRuISE  

TERMINAL

MUST-DO ROUTE
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WE invitE You to discovEr bElém, thE starting 
point of thE Epic discovEriEs, ovEr 500 YEars 
ago.

A place of great symbolic value for Portugal, where fragile 
adventurers set off in their ships bound for the unknown.

One of the vestiges exemplifying the magnitude of the quest 
to conquer, the jerónimos monastery, in the “Praça do 
Império” square, is among the most beautiful monuments 
of the capital. Another is belém tower, another majestic 
example of Manueline architecture. Both monuments are 
unEsco World heritage sites.

Today, there is also plenty to discover in Belém: the belém 
cultural centre stages a variety of cultural events catering 
for all tastes and ages; splendid gardens and a museum 

teeming with timeless memories; a stroll along the River 
Tagus, the mirror of the city with which the Lisbon dwellers 
retain a very strong relationship. 

The whole zone has been redesigned and is today used 
for sports and leisure activities, with an authentic open-air 
museum as the backdrop.

Do not pass up a visit to the coach museum for a trip 
through history that reveals the surprising story and detail of 
this means of transport.

After this journey in time, the cherry on top of the cake 
comes in the form of the pastel de belém (Custard Cake), 
a closely guarded culinary secret that has achieved fame 
beyond Portugal’s borders.

WElcomE to modErn lisbon, a contEmporarY 
citY! 

The whole of the Parque das Nações affords beautiful views 
over the River Tagus, where the water and sky blend into a 
merged horizon.

Catering for a range of interests, from the architecture to the 
cultural activities on offer, there is much to explore on this 
side of the city.

Right “on top of” the river we have a small sample of the 
Ocean: the oceanarium. An immeasurably valuable jewel of 
Lisbon, this authentic oasis allows visitors to see sea-life up 
close, through the meticulous reconstruction of the natural 
habitat of animal and plant species. The oceanarium gives 
the public the opportunity to dive into the everyday life of a 
variety of living animals.

After exercising your mind in the Knowledge pavilion, one 
of the points of interest in the Parque das Nações, it is time to 
feed the body. Just choose from among the huge selection 
of restaurants, bars or shops in the park.

Why not try you luck inside casino lisboa, and end the day 
by nourishing your soul with a concert in the now mythical 
atlantic pavilion.

not to bE missEd...

The Parque das Nações supplies a world of experiences, from 
cable cares and bicycles, from restaurants to walks in the great 
outdoors.

It is worth keeping tabs on the different events that take place 
at the Lisbon International Fair.

OPEN-AIR  
MuSEuM

BELéM
LIVING  
MEMORIES

PARqUE DAS NAçõES
A WORLD
OF POSSIBILITIES

MUST-DO ROUTE

CAMõES  
THEATRE OCEANARIuMCABLE CAR KNOWLEDGE 

PAVILION
PORTuGAL 
PAVILION

CASINO 
LISBOA

ATLANTIC  
PAVILION

MUST-DO ROUTE

JERÓNIMOS 
MONASTERy BELéM TOWERDISCOVERIES 

MONuMENT

BELéM  
CuLTuRAL  

CENTRE

COACH 
MuSEuM

AJuDA  
NATIONAL  

PALACE
PLANETARIuM MARINA MARINA
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uNIQuE 

CHARM

PERFECT 
MEETINGS

It is well worth taking a 25-km trip out of Lisbon to visit Sintra.

a unEsco World hEritagE sitE, a passionatE 
toWn that has inspirEd artists and WritErs 
from thE World ovEr.

A climb to the top of the Serra de Sintra will take you to Pena 
Palace. Perched on the mountaintop, it is the most complete 
example of Portuguese romanticism architecture.

In the thickset and sharp relief of the Serra de Sintra 
landscape, vestiges of a more remote past can be found: 
the Castelo dos Mouros (Moors’ Castle) and its ruins that tell 
stories from other epochs. 

Let yourself be taken on a journey through time, on foot 
or in a horse-drawn carriage from a bygone era. Discover 
resplendent gardens replete with secrets and the magical 
charm of this mysterious town. Right in the centre of Sintra, 
the Palácio da Vila (Town Palace) stands tall, often shrouded 
in an enigmatic blanket of mist that is typical of the zone’s 
microclimate. Sintra is much more than a tourist destination. 
It’s an illustrated story with sublime landscapes, unparalleled 
delights and an ambience that cannot be found anywhere 
else in the world.

An authentic work of art of Nature and Mankind.

SINTRA
CAPITAL OF  
ROMANTICISM

CASCAIS 
ESTORIL
SuBLIME 
COAST

must-do trip that EncompassEs thE bEst of thE 
sEa and thE glamour of an uniquE coastal zonE.

Around 20 km from the capital, the Cascais Line is the Lisbon 
dwellers’ resort. It is here where the city’s residents escape 
the commotion of the capital to enjoy its wonders.

As well as the magnificent beaches for sport and leisure, 
culture, nature and gastronomy are also on offer all along 
the coast from Lisbon to Cascais, with a unique charm.

It is here where the river turns into the sea. At the mouth of 
the Tagus Estuary we have the Bugio Fort, forever guarding 
the entrance of vessels into the harbour. 

Moving westwards we get to Carcavelos and its extensive 
beaches, which are ideal for water sport lovers. 

Estoril has the best of both worlds: on the one hand it has 
the beach, and on the other the entertainment at the Casino.

Cascais is the next town along the coast, nestling besides 
the sea, extending to the Sintra-Cascais Nature Park which 
occupies 1/3 of its area. With a picturesque historical centre, 
its own marina and a powerful ocean presence, as can be 
seen with a visit to the Boca do Inferno (Hell’s Mouth) and 
Guincho Beach, Cascais is ideal for water sport lovers. A meal 
of fresh fish completes the experience...the sea at the table.

not to bE missEd...

Pena Palace 

Moors’ Castle 

Sintra National Palace 

Tram ride to Maçãs beach 

Quinta da Regaleira 

Monserrate Palace

Toy Museum

Regional Sweets 

not to bE missEd...

Paula Rego Museum

Water sports

Sintra-Cascais Nature Parks

Some of the best Golf courses in Europe

Restaurants of fresh fish and shellfish

Estoril Casino, the largest in Europe
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MISTS OF 

TIME

15

MAFRA
ERICEIRA
AN IMPOSING PAST
WITH THE SEA SO CLOSE
The town of Mafra, located around 35 km north of Lisbon 
is one of the oldest towns in Portugal. Its origin dates back 
to the mists of time, with the magical Serra de Sintra to the 
southwest of it.

thE stagE of grEat fEats, mafra municipalitY 
has a singular charactEr: thE monumEntalitY 
of its historY.

The richness and diversity of its natural heritage and the 
lifestyle of its peoples, perpetuating its arts and trades, the 
knowledge and aromas of other times.

It is unpardonable not to visit Mafra National Palace, a 
building shrouded in many mysteries, as well as the “Tapada 
de Mafra” (Mafra woodland estate), a natural area teeming 
with fauna and flora.

And while Mafra provides us with rustic pleasures, nearby is 
Ericeira, a fishing town besides the sea, with internationally 
renowned beaches perfect for surfing, such as the Coxos 
and Ribeira d’Ilhas beaches, which are the venues for surf 
competitions attended by people from all over the world.

In Ericeira one eats the freshest of fish and feels the sea 
running through the veins of the town.

not to bE missEd...

Mafra National Palace

Mafra Woodland Estate

Ericeira – World Surfing Reserve

Beaches

SETúBAL 
TRÓIA
BLuE ON GREEN
just a fEW KilomEtrEs from thE capital thE 
scEnario changEs colour and naturE offErs 
us thE pErfEct rEason to EscapE thE urban 
EnvironmEnt: sEtúbal/tróia.

A region embraced by the River Sado, with a natural estuary 
of great ecological importance, rich in fauna and flora.

upon arrival we are greeted by the Forte de São Filipe (São 
Filipe’s Fortress) which can be seen from afar. 

Embedded in the midst of mountains and trees of Arrábida 
Nature Park is a secret, a precious jewel, the “Nossa Senhora 
da Arrábida” Convent, which dates back to 1538-39. 

Once in Setúbal, one has to respond to the calling of the sea. 
It is almost a sin not to descend to the small Arrábida Port, 
and just a few kilometres ahead we get to Forte da Arrábida 
(Arrábida Fortress).

Back to the centre of Setúbal, it’s worth exploring the River 
Sado estuary and diving into the tastes of its gastronomy. 
Embarking on a quest of emotions, the ideal thing to do is 
to catch the ferry to Tróia peninsula where the beaches and 
sand-dunes reign. 

Here, in this idyllic landscape, one can appreciate marvels of 
Nature such as flamingos and dolphins. 

This is the magic of Setúbal e Tróia

not to bE missEd...

Natural Estuary

São Felipe’s Fortress

Arrábida Nature Park

Arrábida Beach Port

Arrábida Fortress

Dolphins

Tróia Peninsula



yet Oeiras has more than an enticing climate, seductive tastes, 
landscape, history and dreams. It is also a council geared 
towards the future. The organisation of the territory reflects 
the forward-thinking orientations for the development of the 
council, through a business component that places a strong 
emphasis on the tertiary sector, especially Information and 
Communication Technologies. 
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WHEN THE TRAM 
GOES By, TIME STOPS…

also in thE grEatEr lisbon arEa do not pass up 
thE chancE to visit thE bEautiful municipalitY 
dElimitEd to thE south bY thE rivEr tagus 
EstuarY. 

In a natural amphitheatre setting, where the proximity to 
the river ensures mild temperatures, humid breezes and an 
unspoilt horizon, with a climate influenced by the waters 
between the river and the ocean, these singular traits 
underpin the production of the famous Carcavelos Wine. 
It is highly recommended that you experience the aromas 
and tastes it offers and get to know its unique characteristics. 
Oeiras also has a harmonious set of beaches blessed by 
Nature, as well as a contemporary town where you can find 
everything a modern society needs.

Oeiras is also steeped in history. Dating back to 1759, it has 
preserved its vestiges of the past that constitute striking 
testaments to the council’s history.

Well worth a visit is the Marquês de Pombal Palace, and 
numerous other estates of singular beauty scattered around 
the region.

But Oeiras also carries you on a dreamy journey, through 
poetry and art, in the luxurious green Parque dos Poetas 
(Poets’ Park).

LISBOA
ON 28

thE bEst WaY to fEEl thE spirit of lisbon is to 
travEl through thE citY on tram 28.

A trip on the tram is a journey through time. Slide through 
the city, as its residents have done so for over 100 years. 

The line 28 route takes you past Lisbon’s most emblematic 
sites as the tram calmly shuttles through places that cannot 
be ignored by the city’s visitors. 

Starting at Prazeres, it descends to Estrela, where the 
imposing Basilica dominates the view, before continuing to 
the Parliament Building. The journey allows passengers to 
observe the movement in the streets and life in the city as it 
is, as we get to Chiado and the theatres, with the River Tagus 
always providing the backdrop.

As we descend to the Baixa, an authentic open-air shopping 
centre, the tram passes the Rua Augusta Arch, the gateway 
to the city, and continues onwards through the winding 
streets of old Lisbon, passing by the old Cathedral (Sé) and 
the beauty spots that offer us breathtaking views of Lisbon.

Next stop: Graça, also with its own beauty spot, not forgetting 
the one perched on Senhora do Monte. 

Afterwards the tram slides down to Martim Moniz, the 
meeting point of all cultures.

TRAM 28

ESTRELA

MUST-DO ROUTE

PRAzERES SÃO BENTO BAIxA GRAçA MARTIM 
MONIzCHIADO

uNSPOILT 
HORIZON

OEIRAS
BETWEEN 
THE RIVER AND THE SEA

not to bE missEd...

Ocean Swimming Pool 

Marquês de Pombal Palace

Quinta Real de Caxias

Parque dos Poetas

Carcavelos Wine – Conde de Oeiras

Museum and Collections open to visits



ASK ME

lisbon WElcomE cEntrE
Terreiro do Paço
Tel: (+351) 210 312 810
09:00h-20:00h

asK mE sightsEEing tours
Terreiro do Paço, 81
Lisboa Story Centre
Tel: (+351) 910 517 886
10:00h-20:00h

lisbon airport
Arrivals
Tel: (+351) 218 450 660
07:00h-24:00h

santa apolónia train station
International Terminal 
Tel: (+351) 218 821 606
07:30h-13:00h | Tuesday to Saturday

palácio foz (foz palacE)
Praça dos Restauradores
Tel: (+351) 213 463 314
09:00h-20:00h

Y/lisbon
Rua Jardim do Regedor, 50
Tel: (+351) 213 472 134
10:00h-19:00h

rossio KiosK
Praça do Rossio
Tel: (+351) 910 517 914
10:00h-13:00h | 14:00h-18:00h

bElém KiosK
Mosteiro dos Jerónimos
Tel: (+351) 213 658 435
10:00h-13:00h | 14:00h-18:00h
Tuesday to Saturday

lisbon shop
Rua do Arsenal, 7/15 
Tel: (+351) 210 312 820
10:00h-19:30h

asK mE Estoril
Arcadas do Parque
2769-503 Estoril
Tel: (+351) 214 687 630
10:00h-13:00h | 14:00h-18:00h

asK mE EricEira
Rua Dr. Eduardo Burnay 46 - Ericeira
2655-370 Ericeira
Tel: (+351) 261 861 095
10:00h-13:00h | 14:00h-18:00h

asK mE cascais
Rua Visconde da Luz, 14 / 14-A
2750-414 Cascais
Tel: (+351) 214 822 327
10:00h-13:00h | 14:00h-18:00h

asK mE sintra
Praça da República, 23
2710-616 Sintra
Tel: (+351) 219 231 157
09:30h-18:00h

asK mE sintra
Av. Dr. Miguel Bombarda - CP Train Station
2710-590 Sintra
Tel: (+351) 211 932 545
10:00h-12.30h | 14:30h-18:00h

www.askmelisboa.com

casa-musEu da fundaÇÃo mEdEiros  
E almEida
www.casa-museumedeirosealmeida.pt

casa-musEu dr. anastácio gonÇalvEs
www.cmag-ipmuseus.pt

cEntro ciEntÍfico E cultural dE macau
www.cccm.pt

cEntro dE artE modErna josé azErEdo 
pErdigÃo
www.gulbenkian.pt

gabinEtE musEológico E documEntal 
da rádio E tElEvisÃo
www.museu.rtp.pt

fundaÇÃo arpad szEnEs - viEira da 
silva
www.fasvs.pt

fundaÇÃo josé saramago
www.josesaramago.org

fundaÇÃo ricardo do EspÍrito santo 
silva
www.fress.pt

mostEiro dos jErónimos
www.mosteirojeronimos.pt

musEu arquEológico do carmo
secretaria@arqueologos.pt

musEu colEÇÃo bErardo
www.museuberardo.pt

musEu da ElEtricidadE
www.fundacao.edp.pt

musEu da farmácia
www.anf.pt

musEu da música
www.museudamusica.imc-ip.pt

musEu do combatEntE – fortE do bom 
sucEsso
www.ligacombatentes.org.pt

musEu das comunicaÇÕEs
www.fpc.pt

musEu dE marinha
www.museumarinha.pt

musEu dE sÃo roquE
www.museu-saoroque.com

musEu do oriEntE
www.museudooriente.pt

mnac - musEu do chiado
www.museudochiado-ipmuseus.pt

musEu militar dE lisboa
www.exercito.pt

musEu nacional dE arquEologia
www.mnarqueologia-ipmuseus.pt

musEu nacional dE artE antiga
www.mnaa.imc-ip.pt

musEu nacional dE Etnologia
www.mnetnologia.blogspot.com

musEu nacional do azulEjo
www.mnazulejo.imc-ip.pt

musEu nacional do tEatro
www.museudoteatro.imc-ip.pt

musEu nacional do trajE
www.museudotraje.imc-ip.pt

musEu nacional dos cochEs
www.museudoscoches.pt

palácio nacional da ajuda
www.pnajuda.imc-ip.pt

palácio nacional dE mafra
pnmafra@imc-ip.pt

palácio nacional da pEna
www.parquesdesintra.pt

palácio nacional dE quEluz
www.parquesdesintra.pt

palácio nacional dE sintra
www.parquesdesintra.pt

pavilhÃo do conhEcimEnto – ciÊncia 
viva
www.pavconhecimento.pt

quinta da rEgalEira
www.regaleira.pt

torrE dE bElém
www.torrebelem.pt

musEu do fado
www.museudofado.pt

musEu antoniano
www.cm-lisboa.pt

musEu da cidadE
www.museudacidade.pt

musEu da marionEta
www.museudamarioneta.pt

basÍlica da EstrEla
www.igespar.pt

castElo dE sÃo jorgE
www.castelodesaojorge.pt

padrÃo dos dEscobrimEntos
www.padraodosdescobrimentos.pt

sé catEdral dE lisboa
www.visitlisboa.com

igrEja E convEnto sÃo vicEntE dE fora
www.igespar.pt

pantEÃo nacional
www.igespar.pt
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MUSEUMS AND MONUMENTS

TOURIST INFORMATION OFFICES

lisbon dWEllErs maKE a point of sharing good 
timEs around thE tablE. 

EvErY mEal is an EvEnt, Which a truE lisbon 
dWEllEr is faithful and dEdicatEd to.

We invite you to discover the ingredients that are 
transformed into Lisbon’s culinary delights, nourishing the 
soul with food and drink, as is the way in the Portuguese 
capital. Lisbon is a heterogeneous place, with the different 
regions of the country all represented, each with its own 
gastronomy traditions, which confers a great richness of 
aromas and tastes. As all over Portugal, the food is based 
on the Mediterranean diet, as rich as it is healthy, based on 
bread, olive oil, cheese and a huge variety of snacks. 

The sea offers up delicious fish and the freshest shellfish. 
Bacalhau (dried and salted cod) can be found on every 
menu, a fish that has always triggered the creativity of 
domestic and professional cooks, leading to 1001 different 
dishes, all of which are superb.

In autumn Lisbon’s streets are invaded by roasted chestnuts, 
and their welcoming aroma and typical smoky ovens paint 
the streets grey… pure poetry.

Wines are one of the most iconic symbols of our identity. The 
winemaking tradition has endowed Lisbon dwellers with 
the innate ability to choose the right wine for the right dish.

But good cooking is not only a question of tradition. 

A new generation of chefs has started to innovate with 
culinary concepts, reinventing traditional recipes with 
sublime results, elevating the act of eating to the most 
sophisticated gourmet rituals.

not to bE missEd...

Regional wines

Cafés and Pastry Shops

Fish and Shellfish

Roast chestnuts in autumn

Pastéis de Belém (Belém custard cakes)

Bica (coffee)

 

For those who would like to try a “do it yourself” spot of 
Portuguese gastronomy, why not visit the local markets, 
such as the Mercado da Ribeira in Lisbon, where one finds 
the freshest and most wide-ranging products to create an 
authentic Portuguese meal.

GASTRONOMY
SHARING GOOD TIMES 
AT THE TABLE
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